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ABSTRACT

In character animation education, the training process needs diverse domain knowledge to be covered in order to develop students with good animation ability. However, design of motion also requires digital ability, creativity and motion knowledge. Moreover, there are gaps between animation education and industry production which motion capture is widely applied. Here we try to incorporate motion capture into education and investigate whether motion capture is supportive in character animation, especially in creativity element. By comparing two kinds of motion design method, traditional keyframe and motion capture, we investigated students’ creativity in motion design. The results showed that in originality factor, keyframe method had slightly higher performance support for designing unusual motions. Nevertheless, motion capture had shown more support in creating valid actions in quantity which implied fluency factor of creativity was achieved. However, in flexibility factor, although motion capture created more emotions in amount, keyframe method actually offered higher proportion of sentiment design. Participants indicated that keyframe was helpful to design extreme poses. While motion capture provided intuitive design tool for exploring possibilities. Therefore, we propose to combine motion capture technology with keyframe method in character animation education to increase digital ability, stimulate creativity, and establish solid motion knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

The education of animation is a long-standing and multidisciplinary training. Since in animation production it involves various stages of creation, from script writing, storyboard, layout and art design in pre-production stage, to modeling, 2D or 3D character animation, color/texture, and lighting in production stage, and finally the post-production stage of special effects, compositing and sounds. These different phases of production constitute a complex but creative work chain that cannot be accomplished without contributions from each part. Nowadays, with the assistance of technology, such as motion capture, virtual reality, computer simulation, or other intuitive interactive equipment, etc., are widely used in actual productions as well to support artists’ need in their creation process. We can see that almost in every film, whether animation or live action, utilizes plenty technology in achieving astonishing and amazing experiences for the audience. In other words, to create believable animation, taking advantage of the technology assistance is current trend and it is necessary in animation industry.

Nevertheless, looking back into animation education in college, there seems to be less connection between art and technology until now. Animation training has to cover wide range in the creative part, such as story design, character design, and animation design (Mou & Tu, 2013). It is through these different aspects of animation training that students express their ideas with their artistic skills. Besides traditional animation-focused training, to further master particular profession, for example, character animation, knowledge of anatomy, physics, and even psychology is also very important. Since character animation is the ‘acting’ of virtual character, it is crucial to have...
knowledge of anatomy in order to present proper body structure and muscles. The motions also have to follow rules of physics, so the movement can be smooth and believable. Moreover, to reveal the emotions of virtual characters with appropriate facial expressions, body postures, and timing, it is also very helpful to have knowledge of psychology, so the performance could be convincing and appealing. From the example of character animation above, we can understand that to achieve certain level of specialty in animation, there is not only particular training in one field, but also related knowledge to build up the ability. In other words, character animation learning is transdisciplinary. This concept is corresponding with the STEAM trend in education, which science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics knowledge and skills are mixed and learned together for complete education (Costantino, 2017; Liao, 2016; Riley, 2012). Figure 1 shows the concept of character animation learning that integrates different knowledge domains.

The differences between animation school education and animation industry are thus obvious. Although in animation education computer skill courses are included in the curriculum, this does not mean art and technology are in combination with each other. Computer animation courses in college are more like instructional learning which teachers instruct functionality of software. Students although create works with certain software, in many cases the digital art works could not reveal their creativity because lack of tool proficiency. In my teaching experiences of more than 10 years in 3D animation, many students are frustrated by complex interface and even lost their interests in creating animation because of difficulties in software. Figure 2 shows an example of the interface of MAYA 3D animation software that is used by industry and most computer animation courses. Moreover, animation fundamental training and computer skills training are separated courses; not to mention the actual teaching content of computer animation is software functionality. Therefore, there are few connections between art expression and technology support in current college education.

Having the notion of this kind of education situation, this paper would focus on the ‘animation’ part, especially character animation, to analyze the facts of traditional animation training in college and propose a new teaching approach to improve the situation. An exploratory research was conducted to verify the feasibility of using motion capture technology in animation class. Moreover, this study would also look into the characteristics of current film/animation production and compare the differences and gaps between animation education and animation industry. The analysis could bring educators to rethink what should be the focus of character animation education and hopefully to make some contributions to animation teaching method.

Figure 1. Character animation learning is transdisciplinary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution of this paper to the literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Incorporating motion capture technology into animation education is feasible and effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Combination of traditional keyframe technique and motion capture technology can enhance students’ sense of animation timing, acting, aesthetics, digital ability and creativity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teachers in animation field can adopt proper digital tools to assist their teaching for better learning outcomes. Motion capture can be a great tool for character animation design.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traditional Character Animation Training

We could say that the development of character animation was set by Disney’s Nine Old Men (Deja, 2015). They are the animators who created some of Disney’s most famous cartoons, such as *Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs*, *Pinocchio*, and *Sleeping Beauty*. The Nine Old Men also refined well-known ‘12 principles of animation’ (Johnston & Thomas, 1981), which almost all animators and animation educators would regard the principles as working bible. These principles are applied to both 2D and 3D animation because they are fundamental concepts of motion and aesthetics that would contribute to the appealing of animation.

Richard William’s book ‘The Animator’s Survival Kit’ (Williams, 2012) is another influential source that are widely adopted in animation education and industry. This book analyzes motion with each keyframe and shows every pose for learners to complete understanding. It focuses on character animation of various poses including human and animals. Therefore, the knowledge that this book contains is very useful and practical.

The other important training resource is Eadweard Muybridge’s photography works. His pioneering work in photographic studies of motion are widely used as motion references in animation (Muybridge, 2012). The most well-known work is ‘The Horse in Motion’. His later work ‘Animals in Motion’ and ‘The Human Figure in Motion’ are also regarded as significant materials for scientific studying of motion. These sequence of pictures are same concepts of animation keyframe. By observing real lives’ motions, animators can analyze how human or animals move and how their muscles operate according to the movements. In other words, training of keen eyes is also important in character animation learning.

However, in many cases it is not always obtainable to have exact motion we need. When certain movements could not be found in books or videos, very often animators will act out and record the motion themselves for watching and analyzing. Video references performed by animators or others are quite common in animation production. By acting out particular motion, animators can try to capture the character’s feeling, personality, and mood to reveal proper movement. That is why we also call animators are actors behind the scene. Richard Williams also mentioned this method in his book ‘The Animator’s Survival Kit’.

Even though with plenty of learning resources and methods, to expert in character animation, one still has to spend a lot of time in practicing animation, especially 2D hand-drawn animation. The learning and training period is quite long and still may not be able to achieve to a good enough level. Here ‘good enough’ we only refer to the fluency of animation, not how creative, appealing, or impressive of motion design.

From the discussion above, we can know that the training of character animation requires solid knowledge as well as sound practice in order to achieve good enough level. The learning resources although are plentiful, to transform knowledge into internal skills, one still has to spend plenty time on practicing. As we all know the saying ‘learning by doing’. This fact applies to both 2D and 3D animation, and almost every profession. As for creativity of motion, this will depend on individual person, who constantly trains his/her eyes in observing movement, acts out possible or various motions and endeavors to create fluent animation. Thus, to become a good animator, not only professional skills are required, but also creativity in motion design is important.
With the advance of technology, computer animation is taking its significant role in animation production and industry. Traditional hand-drawn 2D animation is thus gradually declining and 3D computer animation is growing. The first feature-length 3D computer animation ‘Toy Story’ (1995) by Pixar Animation Studios is pioneering in industry. From then on, Pixar and many other animation studios dedicated to develop and create amazing 3D animation to meet and even go beyond the audiences’ expectation. The blooming of 3D computer animation grows in amount and progresses in visual. Computer generated images can save a lot of time in animation production; therefore, studios could create more new contents and release animations in each year. Also, with the software’s features becoming more powerful, and with engineers’ contributions to the extreme expressions of visual effects, compared with traditional hand-drawn animation, computer animations have become the dominant position.

Nevertheless, the prevailing status of computer animation does not mean the training of 3D computer animators could be easier than traditional animators. There are even more challenges to 3D animators. The complexity of software is the first issue. Animators have to learn how to use one or even more software in order to manipulate virtual characters with mouse and keyboard. Therefore, in many cases the display of motion is transformed to digit and curves. Figure 3 shows an example of 3D motion revealed in digital numbers and curves. This fact makes animation into ‘computer algorithm’ and animators have to train themselves to adjust to the creation and display of motion.

The second issue of excelling in 3D computer animation is same as traditional training, i.e., fundamental motion knowledge, good observation, acting, and lots of practice are all required. In other words, 3D animators have to be good at animating characters that reveal traditional knowledge, skills, and aesthetics with digital tools. Therefore, the demand for 3D animators is in fact much higher than traditional 2D animators. Figure 4 illustrates the requirements for 3D character animators.

Figure 3. 3D motion revealed in digital numbers and curves

Figure 4. Requirements for 3D character animators

3D Computer Animation
Motion Capture Technology

Since the creation of 3D character animation is not simply computer generation, aesthetically appealing also takes an important role in its expression. It is essential for 3D artists to have solid animation knowledge and sense in order to convey the beauty of motion in virtual character. The evolution of technology also makes computer animation more friendly and accessible to animators. Integration of motion capture technology is the most striking practice in industry. Motion capture is the process of recording movement of objects or people. It is widely used in military, medical applications, sports, game, and film production. By recording live actions of human actors, the movement data can be applied to virtual characters (Dent, 2014). Therefore, actors play an active role for 3D characters and are important for the performance quality (Salomon, 2013). The strength of motion capture is its subtle expression. Motions like facial expressions or finger movement can be recorded, and this is often called as performance capture (Delbridge, 2016). The transfer of motion capture data to 3D virtual character is in fact similar to the traditional technique of ‘rotoscope’, which by tracing live-action footage frame-by-frame, the animated character can reproduce movements of actor. Similar idea is also presented in Eadweard Muybridge’s photography work, in which he shot sequence of photos of human or animal movements. In other words, motion capture and rotoscope are simply a method or technique to create movement. The only difference between them is the technology.

Nowadays, the use of motion capture in film has become more and more often in production. However, in the early developmental stage, this technique received more critique than praise (Freedman, 2012). The pioneering work of mocap animation is Robert Zemeckis’ ‘The Polar Express’ (Figure 5). This film used full captured facial and body motion of actors. The plot was based on a novel and generally had favorable reviews. However, the animation itself received negative criticism. The motion was said as ‘lifeless’ and ‘creepy’. Indeed, from professional point of view, the motion in the film although is ‘real’, the lack of animated exaggeration makes the film appear ‘fake’. The reason for this lies in the acting performance. Since real human movement is fluent and natural, if the actor does not consciously over perform, like traditional animation does, then the mocap result will appear dull and plain.

With the progress of motion capture technology, more animated films and feature films adopt this technique in their productions (Menache, 2010). For example, Robert Zemeckis’ next animated film ‘Monster House’ (2006) was nominated Academy Award, Annie Award, and other awards. James Cameron’s ‘Avatar’ (2009) which displayed photorealistic computer-generated characters used full body and facial motion capture (Figure 6). The film received positive reviews from audiences and compliments from filmmakers. Steven Spielberg even praised it as ‘the most evocative and amazing science-fiction movie since Star Wars’. Nowadays the development of motion capture has become mature. Here we list systematically main feature films that utilized keyframe and motion capture technique in recent twelve years (Table 1).
The increasing number of motion capture films indicates that not only the technology is improved, but also the performance is skilled. The most famous motion capture character is Gollum, also known as Smeagol, in ‘The Lord of the Rings’ (Figure 7). Andy Serkis performed as Gollum who expressed animated characters with the real human touch. It is the actor’s physical movement and inner personality revealed in the digital character that attract the audience (Serkis, 2003). Andy Serkis acted out Gollum so vividly with personality that he was called as ‘King of Motion Capture’.

From the case of digital character Gollum, we can understand that motion capture, although is replicate of human movement, can be as good as keyframe animation if the performing actor can act out the inner personality and subtle emotion. Therefore, the acting is actually the key factor that will affect the final result. Motion capture actors although are not shown in the screen, they put their acting in and thus embodiment of their work is shown. This concept is exactly same with animation production which animators are actors behind the scenes (Pixar).

Besides in the entertainment field, motion capture is also used in medical or sport research to analyze human’s movement (Kageyama, Sugiyama, Kanehisa, & Maeda, 2015; Mefferda & Cordera, 2014); in behaviour science to study the relationships between people’s behavior and violent games (Charles, Baker, Hartman, Easton, & Kreuzberger, 2013); and in social science research to understand women’s selection of men on the basis of body movement. These studies all take advantage of motion capture’s characteristic of ‘movement’ recording and do...
further analysis. However, in animation field, besides production application, there are few further researches that use motion capture to investigate animation fundamental study. Motion capture can be integrated in education to assist learning and teaching. Through truly perform out the desired movements and emotions, students can observe their motion results with digital characters in real time and thus modify their acting for better outcome. We hope to take advantage of the real time visualization feature of motion capture to enhance character animation education. Hence, here in this study we utilize the tool to uncover whether students’ creativity in motion design would be enhanced by motion capture.

Creativity in Motion

The design of animation has always emphasized the importance of creativity. From the pre-production stage of story design and character design, to production stage of animation design, these design aspects are the core essence of animation. An interesting story can bring audience into the plot and feel the tension or relaxation of the moments (Block, 2007; Glebas, 2008). Likewise, an attractive character design can express the character’s personality and characteristics. With respect to the design of motion, both reality and creativity are considered important. On the one hand, the motions have to reveal reality in our cognitive human world; so the audience can accept the imaginary environment. On the other hand, the motions have to be reproduced to show certain ‘unreal’ in order to attract the audiences’ eye. Here we can say that the unreal quality of motion is actually the creativity of motion. Character animation design has always emphasized on the appealing movement and surprising motion. The characters’ motions have to present to a certain level that follows the law of physics; also, the motions have to show some features that will surprise or catch the audiences’ attention. Therefore, creativity in motion takes a crucial part in character animation.

Creativity is often regarded as an inherent part of design process (Taura & Nagai, 2011). Thus, in design pedagogy it is often assumed to be included in teaching to raise students’ interests and motivation. Nevertheless, the meaning and definition of creativity is not well understood by teachers (Morgan, Dunn, Parry, & O’Reilly, 2004). It is necessary for teachers to have a concise definition of creativity in particular task or project, so students could have a clear vision of their learning activity. And teachers can also have an objective framework to assess students’ performance.

Studies on creativity was established by several researchers. J. P. Guilford is one of the important researchers in the field of creativity. He identified two distinct forms of thinking: divergent thinking and convergent thinking (Guilford, 1967). He stated that creativity was generation of ideas that were novel and appropriate to the field (Guilford, 1950). Divergent thinking is related to creative thoughts, or the ability to initiate unique and numerous answers to open-ended questions, while convergent thinking infers searching for a single, correct solution to a
problem. Consequently, divergent thinking is often regarded as a synonym for creativity. Guilford operationally defined creativity through four major factors, i.e., originality, fluency, flexibility and elaboration, which were later put into practice by Ellis Paul Torrance (E. Paul Torrance & Aliotti, 1969) to assess individual creativity. Based on Guilford’s creativity definition, Torrance developed a creativity test called ‘Torrance Test of Creative Thinking’ (TTCT) to measure divergent thinking and problem solving skills (E. P. Torrance, 1974, 1984). The TTCT task is conducted in a fixed time to evaluate the four creative factors expressed in the participant’s responses. The definition of each scored factor is explained below.

1. Originality: statistical uncommonness of total responses
2. Fluency: quantity of appropriate responses
3. Flexibility: quantity of different categories of relevant responses
4. Elaboration: amount of detail in the responses

Many researchers had utilized the concept of TTCT to assess creativity in different domains (Rudowicz, Lok, & Kitto, 1995; Runco, Millar, Acar, & Cramond, 2010; Jing-Jyi Wu, 1998). Gardner indicated that creativity could reveal in various forms in divergent fields (Gardner, 2000). From his ‘multiple intelligence’ point of view, expression of creativity has to be evaluated with different ways according to the particular domain. Therefore, an actor’s creativity cannot be assessed same as a dancer’s. Creativity in body movement could have distinct forms in each area (Jing-Jyi Wu, 2002). Based on this concept, the design of character animation is a form of creativity as well. The assessment of creativity has to correspond with motion design from the perspective of character animation. Animators have to propose various action designs and explore the possibilities of actions in order to decide an appropriate movement. It is through this divergent thinking of distinct designs of motions, animators’ creativity is revealed in the works. Hence, in our research, in order to evaluate properly in character animation design, we mapped out our measure index of motion creativity to conform to each corresponding creative factor.

**RESEARCH DESIGN**

**Participants**

50 college students from animation department joined this experiment. Participants all had 2 years of animation training in their curriculum and their previous academic performances were B+ in average. They were assigned to test group or control group randomly for avoidance of bias. Test group was equipped with the motion capture system while control group had to design motion from computer keyframe technique. Since they all had fundamental animation knowledge in prior learning experiences, for example, motion knowledge, observation and acting which are all related to creativity, no other information or advice on motion design was provided before the experiment. Besides, because the aim of this study was to discover whether students’ creativity in animation design would be enhanced by motion capture, extra supportive materials would influence the results. Nevertheless, all participants were explained about requirement of each creativity factor, so they could think and create body motions without confusion.

**Measurement**

Their experimental results, that is, body motion design, were evaluated by 3 experts from the animation industry. Three creativity factors were examined. The first factor is originality, which we examined how participants could create uncommon motion design. Animators have to create poses that will distinguish the character from other characters. This is to show the “uniqueness and personality” of the individual character. This can be matched to the factor of originality. Animators also have to design various poses to show how the character act in different situations. This development of different ideas and selection of “appropriate motions” practically matches the second factor of fluency. The third factor is flexibility, which we examined the proportion of emotion design in the total appropriate motions. We set “sentiment ratio” to match flexibility factor since a certain motion design can be expressed in various states. For example, a walk can be a sneaky walk or an angry walk (Figure 8). Moreover, since we used keyframe and motion capture to design movements, their production feature differences would affect the quantity of emotions. Therefore, by calculating the sentiment ratio would be more reasonable to represent the results. Elaboration implies amount of detail in the responses. Nevertheless, elaboration factor is not included in our study though, because compared with motion capture, traditional keyframe animation requires huge amount of time to create detailed facial and body animation. Moreover, the motion capture system we used in this study did not capture facial expression either. Therefore, we excluded elaboration factor in our research to avoid unequal comparison. Figure 9 illustrates the corresponding relationship between creativity and character animation design.
The pre-test and post-test of questionnaire was developed by three experienced teachers. A five point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) was used to examine students’ originality in motion design. The Cronbach’s alpha value of this dimension was 0.84. Fluency factor was the amount of appropriate motions and flexibility factor was the sentiment ratio. In this study we adopted Amabile’s consensual assessment technique (Amabile, 1983) to evaluate students’ creative responses. His research claimed that there existed a common understanding of what was creative, and experts in that domain could judge independently and provide reliable and consensual assessment of the level of creativity. The number of expert judges could be from 2 to 40, with average about 10 (Amabile, 1996). Judges rate the creativity of the results in relation to one another. That is, the

Figure 8. Walk with different emotions
(Image from The Animator’s Survival Kit)

Figure 9. The corresponding relationship between creativity and character animation design
ratings are comparative creativity of the things being judged. Many researches and industries have adopted this technique to evaluate creative designs/products/responses (Baer, 2003; Baer & McKool, 2009; Hennessey, 1994). For example, Chen et al. in their cross-cultural examination of creative geometric shapes drawings found high consensus between European American and Chinese judges (Chen et al., 2002). In study of creative writing, researcher also found very high levels of inter-rater reliability (Baer, Kaufman, & Gentile, 2004). Many other studies also have generally reported high inter-rater reliabilities in the 0.70 to 0.90 range among judges (Conti, Coon, & Amabile, 1996; Hennessey, 1994; Kaufman, Baer, Cole, & Sexton*, 2008).

T-test analysis was conducted to examine the differences between test group and control group. Interviews were also conducted with the participants afterwards to acquire qualitative data. The interview questions were designed to acquire participants’ overall experiences with different methods (motion capture or keyframe), their thinking towards designing creative poses (originality factor), exploring different poses (fluency factor) and creating various emotional poses (flexibility factor). The interviews were recorded for later analysis. Content analysis method was applied to analyze participants’ responses in context of interview questions. Two experienced teachers coded the same text to ensure consistent of judgement. The inter-coder reliability of an interview sample was 0.91.

**Design Task**

Participants were asked to create interesting “walks” with the assigned digital character. The smoothness of movement or quality of the motion were not taken into consideration in this experiment, since we only examine the creativity of the motion design. The index for experts to judge creativity are uniqueness and personality (originality), amount of appropriate motions (fluency), and sentiment ratio (flexibility). Participants were provided with a digital animate-ready character to design body motions (Figure 10). There were 17 controllers (color boxes in Figure 10) on the character’s main joints for control group to play with. As for test group, the design of body motion would be driven by 17 sensors of the motion capture system. Before the task, they were explained about the research goal of animation design creativity. Participants were encouraged to explore any possible motions as they desired. Information provided to the participants are listed as the following points.

- Motion task: interesting walk(s)
- Character: a digital animate-ready 3D character

Participants were required to finish the design task within 60 minutes. This task was conducted individually and followed by an interview when they finished the experiment.
Motion Capture System

The motion capture system that we used in this study was Animazoo IGS-180. It is a wearable and portable Gyroscopes type of motion capture system. The system consists of 17 OS3D miniature orientation sensors which is suitable to detect and record the actor’s body motion. The sensors are located in human’s main joints and head to represent and record the actor’s body motions. Each of the sensor is composed of tri-axial MEMS Gyroscopes, tri-axial MEMS Accelerometers, and tri-axial magneto-resistive Magnetometers. The OS3D has onboard processor and embedded orientation algorithms that can allow direct transmission of motion data wirelessly and show in the system interface. Figure 11 shows the basic structure and interface of the Animazoo IGS-180 MOCAP system. Participants in the test group were trained on how to use the system to achieve their desired animation movement before the task.

RESULTS

Creativity in Motion Design

In the uniqueness and personality index, test group (n=25) had average score of 2.76 while control group (n=25) was 3.52. The standard deviation of the score was 0.59 and 0.50 for test and control group respectively. There was significant difference ($p=0.009 < 0.05$) between two groups. This result implies that traditional keyframe method has better support for participants to express their creativity in the originality aspect. The reason for motion capture to have lower score could because of its real acting from participants. Since students are not trained actors, it is possible that they tended to act normally or naturally without overacting of the motion. Figure 12 shows an example of creative and less creative pose by keyframe and motion capture respectively. As we can see, keyframe showed asymmetry pose which is more interesting and creative, while motion capture pose revealed simple but dull pose. This phenomenon could because students’ acting for the acting’s sake without deep thinking of motion’ purpose.

With regard to the amount of appropriate motions index, test group had in average 12.72 motions created and control group had 5.68 motions instead. Motion capture has obviously a lot more valid actions created than keyframe method. This phenomenon could because motion capture has the characteristic of instant recording of human’s motion, while keyframe is manually set through rigging controller. Thus, in a same period of time, participants could create more motions with motion capture than with keyframe. This implies that motion capture has positive support for fluency element of creativity. Participants’ fluency part of creativity could be enhanced through digital tool.
In the sentiment ratio index, test group created average of 4.08 emotions and control group had 2.72 in average. The proportion of emotion design in the total appropriate amount were 32% and 48% respectively. The results were quite noteworthy. Motion capture although created more emotions in 60 minutes, in fact the sentiment ratio was lower than keyframe method. This implies that instant creation support from motion capture does not significantly enhance creativity in flexibility factor. Keyframe, although it requires manually set up and takes more time to accomplish a pose, this in fact assists animators to think thoroughly when designing a pose. Nevertheless, this preliminary result could possibly reflect only some facts. Further study should conduct with more participants and examine different tasks to verify the inference.

Participants’ Attitudes towards Motion Design

After the motion design task, each participant was interviewed to understand his/her experience and attitude towards keyframe method or motion capture technology. Generally speaking, participants from test group who used motion capture, they indicated that motion capture was helpful for viewing what they did directly. It provided an intuitive way for them to “act out” the motion and see the result directly. Here we extracted some interviews from test group.

- Participant A: “The tool is easy to use and I can create any motions I have in my brain.”
- Participant B: “It’s good to see what I have done immediately and act out the motion directly without keyframing.”

Another feature that participants responded towards motion capture was “time-saving” in motion design. Compared with keyframe method which participants had to manually set keys to pose proper movement, motion capture has the advantage of recording body movement instantly and thus save time in production. From their design results we can see that test group who used motion capture produced more motions than control group who created with traditional keyframe method. This phenomenon is also revealed in the interviews.

- Participant C: “It is very easy to create motions in a short period of time. The tool is helpful to automatically save my actions and thus I can create more animations by only focusing on performance.”
- Participant D: “It is quite cumbersome to manually key each frame with the traditional method. It is difficult to achieve my desired motion in a short time.”

The other positive point that participants mentioned about was the “fun and freedom” characteristic of motion capture. To see what they had done immediately was a special experience for participants. The instant recording provides a visual feedback of their performance. This feature could trigger participants’ interests and thus could further encourage them to make any possible designs as they think of.

- Participant E: “I’ve never thought of creating animation could be so fun. I enjoyed the process of motion design which I could explore any poses as I like.”
- Participant F: “The tool is very handy and convenient. I don’t need to worry about setting keyframes.”

Regardless of the positive feedback from most participants in test group, there are still few thinking about motion capture. Participants expressed that they were not comfortable to act out motions in front of others.

- Participant G: “The tool is very convenient, but it is quite embarrassing to wear the suit and perform in front of people.”
- Participant H: “I usually act out motions in a private place where no one can see me. I feel more comfortable when I try to create funny motions.”

Regarding traditional keyframe method, some participants revealed that “extreme poses” could be achieved with keyframe. This response reflects what animators regard animation should contain, i.e., exaggeration (Williams, 2012). It is through over-acting of the movement that audiences could feel 3D character alive and vividness.

- Participant I: “Posing the character in an extreme way makes him more vivacious. This is what virtual character should contain in its pose.”
- Participant J: “One good thing about keyframe is its offer of flexible skeleton that I could manipulate with. I don’t need to worry about breaking bones or unable to set extreme poses.”

Control group also revealed that they tended to spend more time on modifying poses than creating new design. This reflects the result of fewer emotions in keyframe method.

- Participant K: “When in design of motions with keyframe method, I tended to focus on polishing current pose instead of exploring new possibility.”
- Participant L: “Although I know we are encouraged to create different movements in a certain time period, the manipulating way that keyframe method inherent makes me staying in current design.”
DISCUSSIONS

Creativity in Animation Education

Creativity in animation design is always an important point. Virtual characters’ motion design can be achieved through traditional keyframe and motion capture technology. In this research, we found that keyframe method was helpful in uniqueness and personality of action, which implied originality element in creativity was revealed. Motion capture, on the other hand, was more supportive in fluency factor in creativity. Digital tool such as motion capture can increase motion designs in quantity. Both are also key components of creativity. With regard to the flexibility factor, we found that although motion capture could create more emotions in amount, keyframe method actually offer higher proportion of sentiment design. Therefore, to develop students’ creativity in character animation design, it is suggested to utilize the combination of both methods in teaching. By using keyframe’s exaggeration feature, we could guide students to understand animation design aesthetics which is the fundamental knowledge. With the help of motion capture technology, we could increase students’ interests and motivations in learning, and further explore more possible motion designs.

We shall further understand that animation education is not only skills and knowledge learning, but also is creative ability training. Educators shall pay attention to the question of how to enhance students’ creativity (Guyotte, Sochacka, Costantino, Walther, & Kellam, 2014; Hargrove, 2012). Therefore, with the fundamental ability strengthened, it could support other transdisciplinary learning. Students’ divergent ideas and thinking could be a nourishing source in character animation design. Hence, educators in animation should dedicate to develop students’ creativity since creativity can be fostered through appropriate teaching (Clinton & Hokanson, 2012; Fasko, 2001). Various techniques have been proposed to promote creativity. Nickerson (Nickerson, 1999) in his research summarized approaches that are used by academia and industry. Educators and leaders play a key role in guiding students or employees (Hargrove, 2012). By adopting appropriate methods, they can help students or employees to discover more opportunities, acquire specific knowledge, stimulate explorations, and build up confidence. These techniques can be applied to various subjects or professions (Clinton & Hokanson, 2012; Zhou, 2012). More importantly, the approaches are not only general concepts, but also incorporating proper tools or teaching aids to stimulate creativity (Burnard, 2007; Ohler, 2008). This idea can further apply to animation education, especially character animation. By adding in new teaching tool, teachers can explain and demonstrate motions in design. Motion capture is one of the tools that can be very beneficial to teaching and learning of character animation. Also, it is worth noting that in Nickerson’s compilation of creativity techniques, ‘building basic skills’ can be helpful to creativity as well. To maser in character animation, it relies mostly on practice and hands on training. Therefore, through the actual acting implementation with motion capture technology, students can acquire both skills and knowledge of character animation design.

Combination of Old and New

The training of character animation takes a long time to cultivate an excellent animator. Traditional training methods include sense of timing, keen observation, aesthetics, acting, and lots of practice as we have discussed. It is necessary to establish solid foundation with traditional training in order to build up an animator with animation literacy. However, to advance students in character animation design, it is important to bring creativity into teaching and learning process. There are several ways to promote creativity in education, such as building basic skills, stimulating exploration, providing opportunities for discovery, and incorporating proper tools (Nickerson, 1999). These techniques could actually be adopted in animation teaching through motion capture. There are several advantages to combine motion capture with traditional training. First, students can acquire digital ability which is a basic skill in 3D character animation. Second, because motion capture has feature of instant motion preview, students can see their performance and adjust for better acting. Third, motion capture can enhance creativity in students. Since character animation design needs to show uniqueness and personality, which is originality factor of creativity, motion capture can support this by recording actors’ unique performances for further analysis. Also, with the prompt record of movement, students can perform as many different motions as possible to explore possible designs. This feature of motion capture is corresponding with fluency factor of creativity. Forth, through acting out the motions or poses, students can practically understand motion knowledge, physics, and anatomy. Motion capture can be helpful in conveying domain knowledge with intuitive implantation. Therefore, it is highly recommended to combine traditional keyframe animation training with motion capture application in character animation education. This new teaching practice can not only enhance students’ creativity but also include fundamental animation literacy in learning.
The learning process of character animation is diverse and transdisciplinary. It requires time, efforts, and creativity to master in motion design. Traditional training methods can contribute more in sense of timing, acting and aesthetics which are fundamental abilities of character animation. However, design of motion also requires digital ability, creativity and motion knowledge. These aspects of ability can be acquired through the utilization of motion capture technology. With the assistance of motion capture, students can see how their acting being transformed into digital character and can further explore more motions or modify their acting performance. This unique feature of motion capture is helpful in stimulating creativity of students. Incorporating technology into teaching and learning is an irresistible trend in education (Gibson, 2010). For teachers, it can help to demonstrate conceptual knowledge with visualization. Also, it can afford opportunity for prompt creation, which is an indispensable element in design. For students, the use of digital tool can not only train their technical familiarity, but also advance their creativity. Animation design is a field that requires skills, knowledge, and last but not least, creativity. It is suggested that teachers in animation field can adopt proper digital tools to assist their teaching for better learning outcomes. Motion capture can be a great tool for character animation design. Likewise, other animation professions could need different tools. Further research could be on the design process of motion design, to investigate how keyframe/motion capture could assist teachers and students in the teaching and learning feedback. Thus, we could utilize digital tool in a more effective way. No matter which tool or technique is used, it is educators’ mission to cultivate future talents with broad perspective and vision.
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